HOW TO GET TO:

FROM Johannesburg / Pretoria
Baluleni Safari Lodge offers transfers to and from the Hoedspruit Eastgate
Airport, the Phalaborwa Airport and from the Three Bridges for the Ashton
Shuttle. However, the lodge is easily accessible for self-driving guests.
From Johannesburg join the N12 (or N4 from Pretoria) and follow it to
Witbank (eMalahleni). The N12 joins the N4 and continues on to Belfast.
At Belfast turn onto the R540 and follow it to Dullstroom and Lydenburg. Pass
through Lydenburg (Mashishing) and onto the R36 towards Ohrigstad. In
Ohrigstad follow the R36 over the Abel Erasmus Pass and through the tunnel
drive for 10km and turn left (at the fuel station) towards Phalaborwa at the
Phalaborwa signboard. Drive for 27km on this road and when you reach the
T-junction, turn left onto the R40 towards Phalaborwa. Continue past the
Balule Parsons Gate sign and drive on the R40 for approximately for 20km
where you will turn right at the Balule Grietjie Gate signboard. Drive for
about 300m to the Grietjie Gate (Gate on the right-hand side).

Direction from the Grietjie Gate:
Once you drive through the Balule Grietjie Gate continue on the road, you
will pass the former Grietjie Gate and continue on the road until you reach a
crossing then go straight at the crossing. Drive for another 2.8km and keep
left on the Y-crossing. After 450 meters turn left into Baluleni Safari Lodge
(Plot 13). Continue on this road for 800m and you will have reached the
Lodge.
GPS co-ordinates:

Latitude: S 24.046414 Longitude: E 31.017421

FROM Hoedspruit:
Follow the R40 from Hoedspruit for about 55km. At the Balule Grietjie
Gate signboard turn right onto the gravel road. Drive for about 300m on
this road to the Grietjie Gate (Gate on the right-hand side).

FROM Polokwane:
Follow the R71 from Polokwane to Tzaneen through Gravelotte and
continue on the R71 (do NOT turn to Phalaborwa at Gravelotte) but
continue straight from Gravelotte another 30km until T-junction then
turn left towards Phalaborwa. Continue past the Balule Parsons Gate
sign and drive on the R40 for approximately for 20km where you will
turn right at the Balule Grietjie Gate signboard. Drive for about 300m to
the Grietjie Gate (Gate on the right-hand side).

Direction from the Grietjie Gate:
Once you drive through the Balule Grietjie Gate continue on the road,
you will pass the former Grietjie Gate and continue on the road until you
reach a crossing then go straight at the crossing. Drive for another 2.8km
and keep left on the Y-crossing. After 450 meters turn left into Baluleni
Safari Lodge (Plot 13). Continue on this road for 800m and you will have
reached the Lodge.
GPS co-ordinates:

Latitude: S 24.046414

Longitude: E 31.017421

